Secret of the sisters

It was a happy spring day in Pixie Hollow and the fairies were making snowflake baskets when the snowy owls came to get the baskets from the fairies and take them to the Winter Woods. Next some of the animals had to cross the border between Pixie Hollow and the Winter Woods. There was a crazy bunny running around the place where the fairies were making snowflake baskets and it had to cross the border along with some other animals. Fawn, the animal fairy, had to catch it. Sophiah, the tipler fairy, asked Fawn if she needed any help. Fawn said it would be a helping hand. Sophiah helped Fawn get the animals to the border. Then the weasles crossed the border. Then the crazy bunny's brothers. The crazy bunny was scared to cross the border. Fawn said, "Come on little guy Fawn said. Follow your brothers". A huge animal was already hibernating. Then Fawn noticed it and flew over to it and tried to wake it up. As Fawn was doing that Sophiah jumped across the border and noticed that her wings were sparkling. Then suddenly Fawn pulled her out of the Winter Woods. Sophiah's wings were freezing. She went to a healing talent fairy to warm her wings up. Silvermist, Rosezetan, Vidia, and Eredesa came to see Sophiah.
Then she flapped, fluttered, and fluttered. She took two sunflower seeds and went outside to tell her friends what had happened. The snowy owls were coming that afternoon so Sophia went to the Pixie Hollow Library to find a wingology book. It was at the top of the library. Then she asked about sparkling wings and who the author was, and the librarian said the catcher is the author. Sophia said is he here and the librarian said he lives in the Winter Woods. So Sophia went home and made a cuddly coat and tites so she could go to the Winter Woods. Then she went to get one of the snowflake baskets and then Clark and Bobble noticed Sophia climbing into the basket and they said, "We already checked that basket. Sophia said, "Oh, I'm going to the Winter Woods." Clark said, "The Winter Woods." Sophia said, "Shh! The Winter Woods. The snowy owls were there so Sophia climbed into the basket and set off for the Winter Woods. When she was almost to the drop off the basket turned on its side and slid down a hill and knocked over some baskets. Sophia's book had fallen onto the ice and hit the Lord of Winter. Then he said, "Return this to the keeper. Then Sophia followed the fairy to where the keeper wrote his books. After the fairy had gone out, Sophia quietly snuck out of her hiding place and then opened the door. A few seconds after she had went in she slipped on the ice and slid down..."
Then she heard a fairy talking to the keeper. Then she took off her coat to see if her wings were still sparkling and they were, Then the fairy came over to the keeper and Sophia saw that her wings were sparkling to. Then the keeper took them to a special snowflake he carved into the ice. As they stood on it, the keeper touched his staff to the snowflake and they went up higher into the building. Then he said put your wings into the light. Then they lifted their wings into the light. And then they saw a clock. They also saw a vision of two things that were flying along in the wind. Also one of them got stuck in a tree. Since the wind was blowing it came out of the tree and went across the border to the Winter Woods. Then the vision came beside them and then one opened and said hello and then the other one opened and said hello too. Sophia said two fairies born of the same laughter, Sophia and Isabella said so were sisters. Isabella was a frost fairy and she loved the Frost Forest so much.